DNAtrix Announces First Pediatric Patient Treated with Oncolytic Virus DNX-2401

HOUSTON, Dec. 5, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- DNAtrix, a leader in the development of oncolytic virus immunotherapies for cancer, announced the intratumoral delivery of DNX-2401 to the first pediatric patient in a Phase 1 study for diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG).

DIPG is a highly aggressive, infiltrative tumor of the brainstem that typically affects children aged 4-11 years. There is no effective treatment, and due to the anatomical location of the tumor, surgical resection is often not possible.

The open-label, dose-escalating study is evaluating the safety and efficacy of single dose DNX-2401 for pediatric patients with newly diagnosed DIPG at the Clínica Universidad de Navarra in Pamplona, Spain. The study protocol was recently published in Neurosurgery by neurosurgeon and Principal Investigator Sonia Tejada, MD, PhD (https://doi.org/10.1093/neuros/nyx507).

DNX-2401, a potent oncolytic adenovirus, induces tumor-specific cell killing and initiates an antitumor immune response to cancer cells, while leaving normal cells intact. Clinical studies of a single dose of DNX-2401 in adults with recurrent glioblastoma have demonstrated prolonged survival while maintaining a favorable safety profile compared to approved therapies.

"There is a critical need for innovative therapeutic strategies to treat DIPG," said Joanna Peterkin, MD, MS, Chief Medical Officer of DNAtrix. "Our mission is to develop breakthrough treatments for children and adults with life-threatening brain tumors that result in better outcomes for patients and their families."

For more information about ongoing DNAtrix clinical studies, visit the ClinicalTrials.gov website: NCT03178032 (DNX-2401 for newly diagnosed pediatric diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma) and NCT02798406 (DNX-2401 + KEYTRUDA for recurrent glioblastoma).

About DNX-2401
DNX-2401 is an investigational oncolytic immunotherapy designed to treat cancer. DNX-2401 sets off a chain reaction of tumor cell killing by selectively replicating within cancer cells (but not normal cells), causing tumor destruction and further spread of the oncolytic virus to adjacent tumor cells. This process then triggers an immune response directed against the tumor. DNX-2401 has been well tolerated in patients with recurrent glioblastoma and survival has been prolonged compared to other therapies.
About DNAtrix
DNAtrix is a privately held, clinical stage, biotechnology company developing oncolytic virus immunotherapies for cancer. DNAtrix's lead product, DNX-2401, is a conditionally replicative oncolytic adenovirus being evaluated in clinical trials for recurrent glioblastoma, a brain cancer for which there is neither a cure nor adequate treatment. The company is backed by Morningside Ventures and Mercury Fund, and has been awarded a grant from the Cancer Prevention and Research Institute of Texas (CPRIT). For more information, please visit the company website at www.dnatrix.com.
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